
capacity (FRC), lower lung regions were smaller in vol
tune, but received a larger portion of the inspired air (1)
and that this phenomenon was gravity-dependent (2).
These authors introduced the â€œonion-skinmodelâ€•repre
sentingregionalvolumeas a functionof total lungvolume
for various lung heights (1,2). For volumes above FRC,
this was reported to be a linear function, so that the pro
portion of inspired air to top and to bottom lung regions
was independent oflung volume, i.e., no interregional flow
sequencing.

In the early 1970s, experimentalevidence was provided
for the existence of interregionalflow sequencing during
inspiration as well as expiration (3â€”5).Anthonisen et al. (5)
suggest actualvalues of curvilineardeviation from the In
ear onion-skin model in normal subjects during â€œslowâ€•
breathing(i.e., flows < 1 liter/see).Pedleyet al. (6) mod
eled regional volume distributionon the basis of physio
logical values of compliance and airway resistance. Their
results suggest that the flow sequencing values of An
thonisen et al. (5) maywell overestimate the real situation.

The changing relative contribution of resistance and
compliance to regional flows as lung volume increases is
probably the most important mechanism underlying se
quentialfillingin normalsubjects sittingupright.However,
for normal subjects in the supine position (7) and for pa
tients with various pulmonary diseases, an alternative
mechanism of sequential filling occurs: basal airway do
sure at low volumes and the progressive recruitment of
these airways duringinspiration.In the present study, sub
jects, sitting upright, were instructed to breathe from FRC.
Basal airway closure is therefore expected to be minimal at
all lung volumes involved.

For this investigation into the implicationsof the overall
sequentialfillingpattern for ventilationimaging,we made
use of the short-lived radioactive tracer kiypton-81m
(81m}(@) which has a 13.4-sec half-life. The experimental

part of the. study covers the controlled delivery of 8lmj@
boli relatively early or late within the inspired volume.
The experimental results are then set against computed
simulationsof the 8lmjÃ§@washin maneuver. For these sim
ulations, we devised a simple compartment model moor
porating published regional flow and volume distribution
data.

Interregionalsequentialfillingpotentiallyaffectslungventilation
imaging,dependingon the distributionof the tracerwithinthe
inspiredvolume.We investigatedfts Importancequantitatively
underneartidalbreathingcondftionsin theuprightlungusinga
short-livedradioactivetracer.Tennormalvolunteersperformed
tworunsof900-mIbreaths(fromfun@ionalresidualcapacfty)In
which 100 ml of 81m@ boli were delivered â€œearlyâ€•or â€œlateâ€•in
ins@on, i.e.,50mlor 450mlvolumetricdepth.Apex-to-base
gradientsintheverticalprofilewere-106 Â±22 (s.e.)counts/cm
(early)andâ€”187Â±24 (s.e.)counts/cmQate).Ratiosofupper
to-lowerregionalventilation(U/L)were0.88Â±0.01(s.e.)(early)
and 0.81 Â±0.01 (s.e.)(late).Simulationswitha compartment
modelshowthata simplepatternofsequentialfillingcanbyitself
eccountfor the experimentalresultsobserved.Controlover
elmp<@delivery can be important to physiologically accurate as

sessmentof ventilation-perfusionmatching.Controlleddelivery
techniquescouldalsomodifyeffectivenessandtargetingofother
inhaledagentsindudingtherapeuticaerosols.

JNuciMed1993;34:1859-1865

ertical activity profiles of lung images obtained with
inhaled radioactive tracers can be influenced by gravity
dependent ventilation distribution between upper and
lower lung regions. The quantitative implications of the
effect will vary with the inhalation mode adopted. Al
though sequential fillingbetween upper and lower lung
regions has been implicatedas a possible contributoryfac
tor to differingverticalactivity distributionsin comparative
trials ofventilation imaging agents (aerosols and gases), the
quantitative contribution of sequential filling to clinical im
aging studies has been less clearly established. We aimed
to assess the extent to which this mechanismâ€”ratherthan
any other aspect of lung inhomogeneityâ€”influences tracer
distributions under near tidal breathing conditions in up
right normal subjects.

The natureof interregionalinhomogeneity of ventilation
has long been understood. In the 1960s, it was demon
strated that for lung volumes above functional residual
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recorded a static lung image until it had cumulated a total of 200
kcounts(afterapproximately1 mis dependingon the generator
activity).

With a nose clip on, the patient performed the following se
quence of maneuvers. First, the patient breathed normally
through the mouthpiece for 1 mm, during which time the 8lmj(j@
was allowedto buildupinthereservoir(unlessotherwisestated,
thevalveisopentoairinorderto isolatethe81mj(@reservoirfrom
the circuit). Then, the patient took three more tidal breaths; an
inspirationtototallungcapacity,anexpirationtoresidualvolume
anda finalinspirationto reachFRC.At this lungvolume,the
patient held his breath for approximately2 see, while the pneu
motachograph, PC computer and gamma camera initiated the
actual maneuver. Aided by the on-line volume trace on the PC
monitor,thepatientwas instructedtobreatheina sawtoothman
ncr in between two lines. The reference level was drawn to rep
resentFRC(shownlaterinFig.4Aaslevel0),anda secondline
appeared 900 ml above the reference level.

This sequence of maneuvers was practiced at least twice with
out any8lmj@@m the reservoirto makethe patientcomfortable
with the experimentalprocedure. After this proved satisfactory,
we proceededwiththeâ€œearlyâ€•andâ€œlateâ€•81m}(@@deliveryrunsin
randomizedorderwithapproximately5 mminbetweeneachrun.

In the early run, the softwarewas set to make the valve release
the 8lm}(j@from the reservoirwith a delay volume of 50 ml above
the reference level correspondingto FRC. In the late run, the
delayvolumewas 450mm.Ineithercase, thecomputerswitched
the valve to airagain100ml afterthe release of the bolus, closing
off the reservoir where 8lmj(j@builds up until its release in the
subsequent breath.

DataAnalysis
The static lung images (64 x 64 pixels, 7 mm x 7 mm each)

were analyzed as follows: vertical distributionof count rate (i.e.,
â€œventilationâ€•asassessedwith8lm}(@)wasexpressedasa64-point
vertical proffle obtained by adding left and right lung profiles
(excludingactivityin the trachea).Theseverticalprofileswere
smoothed once (1:2:1 weighted smooth) and normalized to a total
proffle count of 200,000 counts. Because of the high signal-to
noiseratio,no backgroundcorrectionwas applied.

Fortheevaluationofparametersthatassessthegravity-depen
dent regionalventilation, the normalizedvertical lung profilewas
truncated at the top and bottom of the lung where count rates
were less than 30% of the peak count rate in that profile. The
height of the lung will be referred to as the real size length (in
centimeters) between the top and bottom of the truncated lung
profile.

Wechose followingtwo parametersto representapexto hot
torndistributionof ventilation (Fig. 2):

1. U/L: the ratio of average count rate in the upper (U) and

lower(L)regions,obtainedby splittingthelungprofileinto
two parts of equal height.

2. S: the slope of the regression line, computed from the mid
diepart of theverticalprofile.The profilewas subdividedin
three partsof equal height;the middleof these was used for
regression analysis resulting in regression slopes S (i.e.,
ventilation gradientsin counts/cm).

Modsi D@
For the simulationsof the experiments,we used a compart

ment lung model similar to the one described by Verbanck and
Paiva (8). Two alveolar compartments represent upper and lower

I@I Kr-81m

ak

flow
transducer

FIGURE1. Schematicrepresentationoftheexperimentalsetup.
While seated in front of a LFOV gamma camera (not represented in
thefigure),thesubjectsbreathefromthemouthpiece,whilewatch
ing the computer screen.

MATERIAI@SAND MEtHODS

Experlmsntal Setup
Figure 1 schematicallyshows the breathing assembly with

three main elements, connected to a computer via analog-to
digitalconverter and input/outputdevices to record and control
theexperimentalprocedure.A pneumotachograph(Heischtype),
a scintillationcounterwith a NaI(Tl)crystal 5 cm in diameterand
a solenoid valve (Siraipinch tube type) were used. A turbopascal
programwas developed to coordinatethe experimentalprocedure
(including calibration) and to store the recorded volumes and
count rates as a function of time every 0.05 sec at the end of each
run.

A mouthpiecewas connectedvia thepneumotachographto a
T-piecewith two one-wayvalves in order to separate the inspira
tory from the expiratorypathway. A well-collimated scintillation
counter was placed to detect the actual 81m}@profile in the in
spired volume, as well as the Slmj(j@contents on expiration along
a pathwaysection common to inspirationandexpiration.In order
to minimizedead space, the equipmentdesign had to be compact
and the counter could not be totally shielded from activity in the
81mj@ reservoir or in the subject's lungs. However, the aim was

merely to verify the presence of a count rate peak in the inspired
volume, andthe absenceof a well-definedpeakin the expired
volume(see RESULTS).

At theendof theinspiratorypathway,aY-pieceallowsforgas
supplyfromtwo soft tubings,fixedin a solenoidvalve unit. The
solenoid valve provides occlusion, or alternativelyan open path
way to roomair and the 81mj(jreservoir,respectively,with a
response time of Â±45msec upon activation from the computer
program.The total instrumentaldead space (takenas the volume
between the reservoir and the mouthpiece) was 75 ml. The 8lm@(j@
reservoirwas an anaestheticâ€œelephanttubeâ€•(1m in length)with
a 1-mm bore inlet and outlet at its two extremes. The inlet re
ceived the 8lmj@from the generator capifiary, through which air
was flushedat 1 liter/mm.

Experimental Procedure
Theassembledapparatuswas mountedon a trolleythatcould

be adjusted to a comfortable patient position with respect to the
gamma camera (LFOV Ohio/Nuclear, Solon, OH). The patients
sat uptight leaningagainstthe gammacamera to recordposterior
images.Whileperformingthe 8lm}(@@runs, the gammacamera
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FIGURE3.
Regionaiflow distribu
tionduringinspiration
and expiration be
tween overall lung
volumes3 litersand6
liters.V@andâ€œL@Â°
flows to upper and
lowerlungregionS,re
spectively;V@+ VL
0.5 liters/secat all
times.Thedotsonthe
regionalflowlinesin
dicate alveolarlung
volumesof thecorre
spending region at
overallalveolarlung
volumes32 liters,3.7
liters(=FRC),4.7 Ii
tarsand6 lIters;note
that for 6 liters,both
upperandlowerlung
regionareconsidered
equally expanded to 3
@ers.

We studied 12 normal volunteers who gave informed
consent prior to the study, which was approved by the
hospital's ethical practices subcommittee. In Table 1,
lung function parameters are listed for all 12 subjects,
but the average values (lower line) represent the mean
value of the first 10 subjects. Subject SA was excluded
from further data analysis because he failed to comply
adequately with the breathing maneuver (he demon
strated a progressive decrease of end-tidal lung volume).
Subject WB was discarded because the late bolus was
not completely inhaled into the alveolar space, as inferred
from the 8lmj@ bolus reappearance at the beginning
of expiration. In the remaining 10 subjects, average tidal
volume was 937 Â±91 (s.d.) ml and average flow was
480 Â±77 (s.d.) mi/sec. The intrasubject variability of
volume during each run as measured by the coefficient
of variation was less than 10%in all subjects. The differ
ence in average flow between the early and late run was
always less than 15%.

Figure 4 shows for subject BD, the volume and 8lm}(j@
scintillationcounter tracingsproduced duringan early and
a late runand the correspondingtotal lungvertical profiles
recordedby thegammacamera.It demonstratesthe ration
ale for having a scintillation counter viewing the tubing
where inspiratoryand expiratoryflows pass. This provides
a means of ensuring that the computer-controlled 8lm}(@@
release functions correctly (e.g., no obstruction of tubing
betweenthe 8lmj@jgeneratorand the breathingcircuit)and
that it genuinely generates a bolus (reflected by a 100-mi
wide peak). Similarly, the absence of a peak in the expira
tory part of the scintillationcounter trace clearly indicates
if late bolus delivery to the alveolar lung zones has failed,
as was the case for one subject (WB).

LungVolume(%TLC)

50 60 70 80 90 1000.5@@@ I I I

0.4@
3.00

2.15
.@, 0.3 1.271.55

0.2@ 1

3.00
0.1

,@

0.0@ , . I I
3 4 5 6

LungVolume(L)

h@px

FIGURE2. Atypicalverticalprofileofcountrateovertheentire
lungofa normalsubjectto illustratethecomputationofparameters
S (apex-to-basecountrategredlantoverthe m@disthirdof the
profile)andU/L(ratioof upperto lowercountrate).Seetextfor
details.

lungregions.At FRC,the upperlungvolumeis approximately
50% larger than the lower. Instrumental and anatomical dead
space down to the firstgenerationbeyond the tracheais common
to both alveolar compartments and amounts to 120 ml. The re
mainingconductingairwaysthat leadto eachalveolarcompart
ment are treated as regional dead space compartmentsof 45 ml
each.

Equations describing the soluble and insoluble gas concen
tration in each model compartment during a given respira
tory maneuver are described in detail by Verbanck and
Paiva(8). Whensolvedwitha finitedifferencemethod(timestep
0.001 sec), these equations describe convective gas flow into
each homogenously,isotropicallyexpandingalveolarcompart
ment, assuming instantaneous mixing of inspired and resident
gas at every time step. The equations for an insoluble gas were
adapted for 8lm}(j@simply by adding a term accounting for the
radioactivedecay.

Overall inspiratoiy and expiratoty flows are considered to be
constant at all lung volumes (volume is taken to be a sawtooth
function of time). The contribution of regional flow into either
upper or lower compartmentsvaries as a function of total lung
volumeas illustratedinFigure3. Thisextentof interregionalflow
sequencing, given by the slope of the flows to upper and lower
compartment(Va, VL)as a functionof lungvolume,was previ
ously used by VerbanckandPaiva(9), based on Anthonisenet al.
(5), for quantitativeevaluationof interregionalcontributionto
overall lung ventilation inhomogeneity.

Figure 3 shows that for the maneuver performed here
(900-mI tidal breathing from FRC) the volume ratio of lower
to-upper volume is 0.72 at FRC. While the overall flow is 0.5
liter/sec at all lung volumes, the ratio of average flow-to-lower
andupperregion(VJV@)over a breathof900 mlfromFRC is 1.5,
i.e., the smaller (lower) region is ventilated more than the larger
(upper) region. It can also be inferred from Figure 3 that the
late bolus inspired at the end of a 900-mi inspirationfrom FRC
will be more inhomogeneously distributed between upper
and lower alveolar compartments than the early bolus coming
into the lungjust above FRC.

ControlledKrypton-81m Deliveryâ€¢Verbanckat al. 1861
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Age Weight
No. Subject @yr) Qcg@Hsight(cm)FEVI (%Predicted@TLCQfter)FRC(%TLC)RV(%TLC)1

CG 3466171985.761282
RD 3056163865.156293
FJ 3048168905.455284
sP 26601621085.574415
GD 3442152974.260296
DM 28851881138.458227
TJ 37841611075.343248
BD 40581751147.748299
CC 35671831168.6613210
BR 36611611004.74528Average

32601701056.3572811
SA 31681741056.5692912
WB 278817912885022*A@@

of10subje@sforwhomthetestwassuccess&d.FEV1
= forcedescpiratosyvolumeInliters;RV= residualvolume;andTLC= totallungcapsclly.
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TABLE I
LungFunctionfor 12SubjectsPerformingthe EarlyandLateKrypton-81mBolusWashin*

Results for the 10 subjects with valid data are summa
rized in Figure 5 (left panel: ventilation ratio UIL, right
panel: regression slope S). Corresponding model simula

tions are shown in Table 2. These represent simulations of
the experimentalprocedurefollowed here, i.e., 937-mttidal
breaths fromFRC (=3.7 liters)with an averageflowof 0.5
liter/sec. The 100-mi 8lmj@jboli are simulated 50 ml (early)
and 450 ml (late) afterthe onset of inspiration.Assuming a
summed instrumental and anatomical dead space of 210
ml, these boli reach the alveolar compartments after 260 ml
and 660 ml of inspired air. Details of the three simulations

Regional volume and flow parameters as
shown in Figure 3 (lower-to-upper lung
volume ratio is 0.72; V@jV@= 1.5).
Regional volume distribution at FRC is
more homogeneous than in Figure3 (low
er-to-upper lung volume ratio changes to
0.80).

FIGURE5 ExperimentalvaluesofparametersU/LandSresult
@mgfromâ€œearlyâ€•and â€˜lateâ€•bolusdeliveryIn the first 10 normal
sub@ listed in Table 1. For both the U/L ratio and the regression
slope,thedifferencebetweenâ€œearlyâ€•andâ€œlateâ€•bolusdeilvesyIs
statisticallysignificant(p < 0.01, Wicoxonmatchedpairssigned
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FIGURE4. (A4Heavysolidlkiesrepresenta45-secrecorclngof
volume(fromthepneumotachograph)inmiUllitersduringbolusde
liveryâ€œearlyâ€•(above)and â€˜lateâ€•(below)in eachInspiration;the
volumelevelcorrespordngtoFRCwasherdedbythecomputeras
a referencelevelforcontrollingthe releaseof the boll.Ughtsolid
linesare the correspoMngve@ countrateprolliss(fromthe
sdntlllatloncounter)in arbltraiyunitswhichshowbollduringesch
i_on and csytrscesthatrefleottheprogressivebold-up
of kryptoninthelung.(B)Verticalcountrateprofilesresultingfrom
themaneuversdepictedin (A).
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ulations taken together (Table 2) lies in the general dem
onstration that the differences between upper and lower
ratios in early and late boli delivery can be accounted for
by interregionalflow sequencing.

Our model makes no steady-state assumptions in that
our initial condition is zero activity in the lung. By con
trast,Valindet al. (14) used a similarcompartmentalmodel
(ventral,middle, and dorsal instead of upperand lower) for
the simulationof a steady state in orderto estimate regional
ventilation accordingto the method proposed by Fazio and
Jones (15), and evaluate the estimation errors. We took
into consideration the conclusion of Valind et al. (14) that
the dead space markedly affects the estimated ventilation
distribution and incorporated instrumental as well as ana
tomical dead spaces in our model for the nonsteady-state
simulations.

As part of a critical investigation into the validity of the
steady-state method, Amis and Jones (16) compared the
apex-to-base count distributionobtained by inspiringa ho
lus early in inspiration (as achieved by their mouthpiece
method) with respect to a quasi-uniform 8lmKr.labeled@
inspiredvolume. Although provisions have to be made for
the apparentdifference in tidalvolume and possible differ
ence in flow (not specified) between the two experiments,
the bolus seemed to be distributedmore to the lung apex
with respect to the evenly inspired volume. Their results
are in line with our findingthat a relatively early delivered
bolus shows a larger apex-to-base count ratio than a rela
tively late bolus.

Some previous work on 81mj@delivery early or late in
inspiration involved injecting the boli at different volumet
tic depths with respect to the mouth (17,18) using a delay
tube to make the difference between early and late bolus
delivery. However, as was pointed out by Grantet al. (4),
the use of a tube to function as a delay volume leads to
importantdifferences in dispersion of early and late boli
during their transport to the lung units over which they are
distributed. Our setup which delivers the boli at the same
site but at a different time (Fig. 1), avoids this problem.
Moreover, the continuous recording of volume and flow
throughout the experimental procedure allows for a better
control of the variables by which the comparison between
early and late bolus delivery is so crucially affected. In the
previous studies, no account was made for eventual differ
ences between volume and flow in early relative to late
bolus delivery.

Our early UIL are close to previously reported experi
mental values by Mostafa et al. (19), who found U/L =
0.85 with a reservoirsystem, approximatelycorresponding
to our early bolus mode and Mohsensifar et al. (20), from
whose data we derive UIL = 0.87, also with a Slm}(jde
livery system similar to our early bolus mode. In fact, with
the most commonly used 81m@U-tube (â€œreservoirâ€•)de
livery system, 8lm}(@@is predominantly inhaled early in in
spiration, whatever the tidal volume, due to low volumetric
flow rates from the generator into the delivery reservoir.

Our adaptation of the U-tube type of 8Im}(@@delivery

TABLE 2
MOdelSimulations

Model
simulation

Modelparameters U/Lvalues

Volume Flow@ Early Late
ratio sequence bolus bolus

Simulation10.72A0.920.83Simulation
20.82A0.900.80Simulation

30.72B0.920.87

*F1owsequencepatternA is the one depictedin Figure3, whereas
pattern B resultsfrom haMng the slopesof regionalflow to upper and
lower alveolarcompartment

DISCUSSION

Simulation 3: Interregional flow sequencing is smaller
than in Figure 3 (the slopes of V@and VL
as a function of lung volume are halved,
the average V@JV@ratio is maintained at
1.5).

This study shows that in normal upright subjects vertical
distributionof ventilation significantlydepends on whether
the radioactive tracer 8lm}(@@is inhaled early or late in each
inspiration (Fig. 5). Overall, 81m@ distribution tends to
follow that of ventilation (10). Our results quantitatively
demonstrate the extent to which distribution within the
inspired volume can affect indices of regional ventilation
distribution.

The absolute value of apex-to-base gradient (S) in
creases by 76% when the 8lm}(@@bolus is delivered 400 ml
deeper in the inspired volume; the corresponding increase
of U/L was 8%. The latter parameterallows a particularly
straightforward comparison with the simple compartment
model we devised to test the extent of interregional flow
sequencing. The experimentally observed differences in
UIL between early and late bolus are within the range of
those predictedby model simulationswith realisticregional
volume and flow distributions between upper and lower
lung regions (Simulations 1â€”3in Table 2).

The reason for carryingout three simulations instead of
just one with a given set of regional volume and flow
parameters is due to the variability of these parameters
demonstrated in the existing literature (ii ). Also, most
published reports only specify approximate flow ranges
within which the regionalvolume data may be considered
valid. Regional volume and flow distributions are known to
be very sensitive to flow even within these flow ranges
(4,12,13). Thus, precise parameter fitting of the model in
order to perfectly match simulated and experimental UIL
would have been inappropriate. With respect to Simulation
1, Simulation 2 shows the effect of a more homogeneous
distribution of lower and upper regional volume at FRC,
whereas Simulation 3 shows the effect of halving interre
gional flow sequencing. The value of the three model sim
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system proved to provide a satisfactory means of deliver
ing 81m}(@boli at predetermined depths in the inspired
volume (Fig. 4A). Any such adaptationrequiresthe follow
ing considerations:

1. Sufficientairvolume following the bolus (in our case
900 mlâ€”450mlâ€”100ml = 350 ml). Depending on the
patients' anatomical dead space, the transit of the
81m@ bolus through the instrumental and anatomical

dead space cannot be completed and its distribution
over the alveolar space is not fully achieved. This is
what happened in patient WB.

2. Comparable flow conditions in early and late bolus
delivery, which may call for the incorporation of flow
restrictors in the inhalation apparatus. In our exper
iments, the relatively narrowpinch holes of the valve
serve the purpose of flow restrictors.

3. Comparable dispersion of bolus on its way through
the instrumentaldead space by a release of the bolus
at the same location in the instrumentaldead space at
different stages (different times) in the inspiration, in
contrast to what is achieved by simply inserting a
tube to function as a delay volume.

Our results show that control over 8lmj(j@delivery is
important to using this gas for ventilation distribution mea
surements, e.g., in combination with the perfusion coun
terpart.They do also, at least in part, account for vertical
distributiondifferences reportedin comparablestudies be
tween differentventilation agents (gases or aerosols). Fi
nally, they carry implicationsfor the regionaltargetingof
ventilation agents in the diagnostic procedure and the lo
calized delivery of therapeutic aerosols. We will further
discuss each of these aspects.

Ventilation-Perfusion Relationships. Regional ventila
tion-perfusion studies can be quantitated by the V-Q dii
ference (21) ratherthan the V/Q ratio (22). The index used
by Vernon et al. (23) was a measure of deviation of V-Q
curves from a rangeof V-Q curves obtained from a normal
population. Its merit was shown by a very good correlation
with FEV1(%predicted)in 25 asthmatics (23). It is note
worthy that our differences between early and late venti
lation profflesare of the same magnitudeas the differences
which differentiated between normal and abnormal pa
tients in the study by Vernon et al. (23).

Without careful control over inhalationconditions rele
vant to flow sequencing effects (lung volume and activity
distribution within the inspired volume), such effects could
potentially introduce an artifact into the V-Q analysis. Con
versely, strict control over inhalation conditions could po
tentially maximize the value of V-Q analysis.

Compa,ison ofDzfferent VentilationAgents. When com
paring vertical distributions obtained with different venti
lation agents, three sources of differences are to be taken
into account: (1) distributionof activity over the inspired
volume; (2) the maneuver (i.e., shallow or deep inhala
tions, number ofbreaths); and (3)physical properties of the
tracer (gas or aerosol radioactive half-life). The present

study was designed to systematically investigate the first
aspect in normal subjects under controlled conditions.

Additional factors may of course arise in patients with
airway disease. However, differing activity distribution
within the inspired volume may well have contributed to
reportsof smaller apex-to-base activity gradientsfor 81m}(@
than for radio-aerosols such as @â€˜9'c-DTPAor Technegas
(24â€”27).Our study suggests that at least part of this differ
ence could be explained by the sequential filling of the
lung, the 81m@being delivered early in inspirationwhereas
the aerosols are more homogeneously spread over the en
tire inspiredvolume. From the viewpoint of flow sequenc
ing, a more evenly distributed ventilation agent over the
tidal volume corresponds to a centrally delivered bolus.
The gravity-dependentnatureof these differences in verti
cal gradients is further confirmed by the similar apex-to
base gradients observed when patients are delivered 81m}(@
or @@Fcin the supine position (28).

Diagnostic PotentiaL It may sometimes be appropriate
to try to optimize control over regional distribution of a
ventilation imaging agent. For instance, Alderson et al.
(29) suggested that ventilation-perfusion mismatch assess
ment can be most effective when the patient inhales the
ventilation agent while supine in order to minimize the
apex-to-base gradient. When a perfusion image indicates a
questionable defect in the basal lung zone, basal targeting
of the ventilation could be enhanced by delivering 8l@j(@.
relatively late in inspiration.

When patients are imaged in the supine position, depen
dent (posterior) airways may remain closed even at rela
tively high lung volumes (2). Even for normal supine sub
jects, Engel and Prefaut (7) have suggested that flow
sequencing due to progressive opening of closed airways
may affect ventilation distributionover the volume range
40%â€”80%of vital capacity. For asthmatic subjects, it has
been suggestedthat vertical gradient differencesbetween
81m@ (i.e., early bolus) and DTPA aerosol (evenly distrib

uted activity) could be due to a substantial proportion of
closed airways at volumes close to FRC (29).

It seems unlikely that imaging techniques could be
readily manipulated to yield clinically useful regional map
ping of airway closure sites. Nevertheless, one report (18)
has claimed that 8lm}(j@boli delivered either early or late in
inspirationwould distinguish differenttypes of pulmonary
diseases. This speculationwould need to be tested with
excellent control over flow andvolume variables, but does
imply that differing forms of pulmonary diseases may spe
cifically affect flow sequencing and thereby vertical venti
lation distributionof ventilation agents.

Therapeutic Targeting. Effective targeting of therapeutic
aerosols could also benefit from a more controlleddelivery
into a given inspiredvolume: a drugwould be delivered as
a late bolus to a patient who needs targeting towards a
disease process predominantly affecting the basal lung re
gion. This suggestion obviously rests on the hypothesis
that the mterregionalaerosol distributionfollows the gas
interregionaldistribution. Qearly this will less readilyoc
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curwhen the particlesize is large(>2 pin) as deposition by
impaction (flow rate dependent) will lessen the particles'
ability to follow gas pathways to the periphery. Model
simulations by Scott and Taulbee (31) predict a larger
absolute apex-to-base gradientof 1-sm particle deposition
with respect to the tidalvolume distribution.However, the
experimental results of Chamberlain (32), comparing im
ages obtained with l33mXeand 0.8 an of @â€œTc-labeled
aerosols (both agents were evenly spread over the inspired
volume), foundvery similarvertical lungprofilesindicating
the potential for parallels between small particle and gas
distribution patterns.

CONCLUSION
Krypton-81m has important potential for quantitative,

physiological assessment of regional ventilatory distribu
tion. To awaken it from its current perceived role of
â€œsleepinggenieâ€•(33), techniques are appropriatewhich
control its distributionwithin the inspiredvolume. There
fore, we can hope to better assess the quantitativesignifi
cance of the physiologicalfactorswhich influenceregional
ventilation. The modeling simulations reported in this pa
per were deliberately simple. They demonstrate that very
straightforward flow sequencing modeling concurs well
with experimental observation. Our data help to indicate
the extent to which selective apical or basal targeting of
inhaled agents may be feasible.
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